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Challenge

Demonstrate why the pedagogy course was valuable and useful
Challenge
Demonstrate why the pedagogy course was valuable and useful

Strategy
Two-tier course strategy (over a year)
- Fall semester - micro skills
- Spring semester - meta skills

Fall Semester: Micro Skills
Teaching with masks
Creating an inclusive classroom
Strategies for active learning
Leading classroom discussions

Spring Semester: Macro Skills
Structuring incentives
Syllabus design & assignment terminology
Philosophies of teaching; why we teach
Teaching statements
Reflections on first year as teachers
Exporting teaching skills to a life beyond academia
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Accomplishments

- *New Content* - adapting to the needs of my TFs
- *Inclusive Classroom* - people shared their challenges with teaching openly & brainstormed solutions together
- *Engagement & Reflection* - increased engagement and reflection over course of semester
- *Sole Instructor* - taught a course as the primary instructor for the first time. Had the most fun teaching ever!